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Abstract

This paper presents some of the model-driven Web engineering methods that have been proposed, and discusses and analyzes the advantages and disadvantages of such methods regarding current tendencies and best practices on model-driven engineering. The idea is to present each approach and analyze the models they propose to represent Web applications, the architectural aspects in the transformations, and the use of current Web user interface technologies in the generated code. This is done in order to depict possible research lines for future works on the model-driven Web engineering area.
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Resumen

Este artículo presenta algunos de los métodos de ingeniería Web dirigida por modelos que se han propuesto. En él se discuten y analizan las ventajas y desventajas de dichos métodos con relación a las tendencias actuales y las mejores prácticas en la ingeniería dirigida por modelos. La idea es presentar cada método y analizar los modelos que propone para representar aplicaciones Web, los aspectos arquitectónicos en las transformaciones y el uso de tecnologías actuales de interfaz de usuario Web en el código generado. Esto se hace con el fin de vislumbrar posibles líneas de investigación para trabajos futuros en el área de la ingeniería Web dirigida por modelos.
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Introduction

Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) technologies appeared as a promising approach to address the inability of third-generation languages [1] to alleviate the complexity of platforms and express domain concepts effectively [2]. Model-Driven Software Development (MDSD), which provides a highly agile software development process, has as one of its main priorities the production of software that can be validated by end users and stakeholders as early as possible. It includes technologies such as Domain-Specific Languages (DSL), model transformations, and code generation that contribute to the goal of making software development a model-centric process [3] instead of just using models as documentation.

When developing a Web application, it is necessary to specify structure, behavior, navigation, and presentation aspects. Traditional engineering methods failed to specify navigational and presentation issues, which is why some people have proposed specific approaches to tailor these two aspects of Web applications. Such approaches are called Web Engineering Methods. In recent years, there have been several attempts to promote web application development as a model-centric process. These attempts encourage software developers to focus on problem domain-specific modeling and analysis and structured software reuse, meanwhile code generation is left to an automatic model transformation process.

This paper presents some of the most relevant model-driven Web engineering methods that have been proposed, and discusses and analyzes the advantages and disadvantages of such methods regarding current tendencies and best practices in Web application development.

The structure of this paper is as follows: first, a brief conceptual framework describing MDSD is presented. Then, some concepts about Web engineering are introduced. After that, some Web engineering methods and several model-driven web engineering approaches are described. Then, a set of analysis criteria are defined in order to guide the discussion about the reviewed methods. Finally, some conclusions and further research lines are presented.

Model-Driven Software Development

The application of models to software development has been a tradition for a long time, and it has become more popular since the development of the Unified Modeling Language (UML) [4].

MDSD presents an approach in which models do not only constitute documentation, but are considered to be similar to code artifacts because their implementation is automated. Since those models are highly coupled to the domain of applications, MDSD aims at finding domain-specific abstractions that can be specified through formal modeling, providing models that can be understood by domain experts.

MDSD is a software paradigm with roots in Software Product Lines (SPL) [5] engineering, which is the discipline of designing and building families of applications for a specific purpose or market segment [6]. In order to apply the domain-specific model concept, there are certain requirements that need to be taken into account: DSLs that allow expressing the models, transformation languages to express the model-to-code transformations, and code generators to obtain executable code on several platforms. MDSD’s idea is give models a central role.

Web Engineering

Based on scientific and engineering principles, Web Engineering aims at establishing systematic approaches to successfully develop, deploy and maintain high quality Web-based systems. It also incorporates well-known software engineering principles and practices [7] from diverse areas such as human-computer interaction (HCI), system analysis and design, requirements engineering, hypermedia engineering, data
structures, testing and project management, as well as social sciences, arts, and graphic design.

When model-based initiatives such as MDSD grew in popularity within the software development community, several Web Engineering approaches began to change their notations and processes to be MDSD compliant. As stated in [8], this change implied a redesign in Web modeling languages; a reorganization of the set of models to be built in a modular and platform independent way; planning the development processes in terms of model transformations; and adopting standards such as UML, Meta-Object Facility (MOF) [9], XML Metadata Interchange (XMI), or Query/View/Transformation (QVT).

MDSD compliance turned into a discipline within Web Engineering called Model-Driven Web Engineering (MDWE). MDWE adopts some of the techniques proposed in MDSD in order to generate Web applications: (1) the construction of meta-models and models in the Web applications domain; (2) the definition and implementation of model-to-model transformations and model-to-text transformations with the purpose of obtaining some parts of the entire implementation; and (3) the adaptation or development of CASE tools to support the creation and transformation of models and the generation of code. In this way, MDWE aims at bridging the gap between the high level design models and the low-level Web implementation code [10].

Figure 1 depicts a general scheme followed by most of the MDWE methods, which propose a structure model to represent the data, a navigation model describing pages and the way to navigate among them, and the presentation model defining the human-computer interaction (HCI) elements. A user model is used in some approaches. Then, after a model transformation is performed, different layers of a Web application are generated, normally presentation, business logic, and persistence layers.

### Literature review

Since most MDWE methods are based on traditional Web Engineering methods, we present first traditional methods, to proceed later to review MDWE approaches. At the end, we develop a discussion of each MDSD-based method presented based on a set of criteria previously selected.

### Web engineering methods

Table 1 lists some of the most representative approaches of traditional Web engineering.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Object-Oriented Hypermedia Design Method (OOHDM) - 1995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Web Site Design Method (WSDM) - 1995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Web Modeling Language (WebML) - 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Object-Oriented Hypermedia (OO-H) - 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>UML-Based Web Engineering (UWE) - 2002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Object-Oriented Hypermedia Design Model (OOHDM) [11-14] is an approach that emphasizes separately the navigational design and the abstract interface design. As every object-oriented modeling proposal, it promotes the development of new applications reusing existing components. OOHDM is a four steps process. The first step is a domain analysis in which an application conceptual model is built. The second step consists of a navigational design describing the navigation structure of a hypermedia application.
in terms of navigational contexts. These contexts are inferred from navigation classes such as nodes, links, and guided tours. Nodes represent logic views of conceptual classes, and links are derived from conceptual relationships. The abstract interface design is the third step and proposes the construction of perceptible objects, such as an image or a map, in terms of interface classes. These perceptible objects are mapped to navigational objects in order to give the last ones a perceptible appearance. In the fourth step, interface objects are mapped to implementation objects involving architectural specifications.

Web Site Design Method (WSDM) is a user-centered approach where the starting point during the analysis is the set of potential Web application users. It consists of four phases: (1) user modeling, (2) conceptual design, (3) implementation design, and (4) the actual implementation.

Phase (1) classify users in function of the Web audience by looking at the organization or the process for which the Web site will be built. Users are classified into subsets of all potential users that are similar in terms of their information requirements. Next, users are analyzed focusing on the information requirements (what to present) and characteristics of intended audience. If users have different characteristics within one user class, this is divided into perspectives which represent different usability requirements.

Phase (2) is projected to formally model the information requirements expressed in the user class descriptions by building conceptual models for the different user classes. During the subphase called navigational design, a conceptual navigation model -several navigation tracks- is constructed. A navigation track is described in terms of components and links that represent the way users of a particular perspective can navigate through the available information. Three types of components are described: An information component with the information that correspond to a specific perspective; a navigation component that consists of a group of links; and an external component which is a reference to a component in another site. In phase (3) the look and feel of the Web site is designed with the objective of creating a consistent, pleasing, and efficient look and feel for the conceptual design made in the previous phases. In order to achieve an implementation model, WSDM proposes some well-known guidelines like the ones described in [15]. The final phase is the actual realization of the Web site according to the design made in the previous phases. In order to store the information associated with the site, authors proposed using techniques for database backed web sites depicted in [16].

The Web Modeling Language (WebML) [17] is a notation to specify complex Web sites at conceptual level. It proposes four models: (1) a structural model defining the data of the application in terms of relevant entities and relationships, which is compatible with UML and Entity/Relationship (E/R) notations. (2) A hypertext model that describes hypertexts that can be published in the site. Each hypertext defines a site view and consists of a composition sub-model and a navigation sub-model. The first model specifies the pages that make up the hypertext and the content units that structure a page, and the second one describes how pages and content units are linked to form the hypertext. (3) A presentation model that states the distribution and graphical appearance of the pages, independently of the output device. And (4) a personalization model in which users and groups of users are modeled as predefined entities called User and Group.

The Object Oriented Hypermedia (OO-H) [18, 19] Method is a generic model, integrated into OO-Method [20, 21], for the semantic structure of Web interfaces. It defines the abstract interaction model of the user interface, the information which each type of user can access, and the navigation paths from one information view to another.

Since OO-Method captures the statics of the system, OO-H addresses particularities associated with the design of web interfaces by adding several constructs for navigation and interface
design to the OO-Method conceptual model. OO-H provides an interface execution model in order to determine the way of implementing the conceptual model in a given development environment.

In OO-H, the navigation model is represented by means of a Navigation Access Diagram (NAD). The NAD is built starting from the filtering and enriching of the information provided by the class diagram that is captured in the conceptual modeling phase of the OO-Method. As each type of user has a different system view and can activate different services, each one needs a corresponding NAD.

The main components of the NAD are navigation classes, navigation targets, navigation links, and collections.

Navigation classes, which are based on the classes identified during the conceptual modeling phase, contain the attributes relevant to the considered user and view, and the services capable of being invoked by the actual user of the NAD. A navigation target is a set of navigation classes which provide the user with a coherent view of the system. OO-H bases its navigation targets on user requirements, instead of on the physical presentation of the information. Navigation links are defined by a name, a source navigation class, a target navigation class, associated navigation patterns, and associated navigation filters. Navigation patterns [22] are a mechanism for a web user interface to share its knowledge about the way of showing the information objects to the user. Navigation filters restrict the order, the quantity or the quality of the target objects. Collections are structures, with a set of filters and a set of navigation patterns associated, which abstract some concepts regarding both external and internal navigations, and are useful limiting the interaction options between the user and the application.

Regarding the execution model for a target development environment, OO-H focuses on defining how to implement the interface information associated to web environments, since OO-Method has already defined an execution strategy.

UML-based Web Engineering (UWE) [23, 24] is a development process for Web applications which focuses on systematic design, personalization, and semi-automatic generation. Based on UML and the UML extension mechanism, it defines navigation and presentation models which are supplemented by other UML diagrams and UML modeling elements within an iterative and incremental approach based on the Unified Software Development Process [25]. The main modeling activities in UWE are the requirements analysis, conceptual, navigation and presentation design, supplemented with task and deployment modeling and visualization of Web scenarios. The task models and state charts of Web scenarios are included to model the dynamic aspects of the application.

In UWE, requirements of a Web application can be specified by using a use case model. The static view of the system, also known as conceptual model, is represented using a UML class diagram which is built based on the use cases and the detailed description of these use cases with activity diagrams (in a textual form).

The navigation model is represented as UML stereotyped class diagrams and consists of two components: the navigation space model and the navigation structure model. The former specifies which object can be visited by navigation, while the latter defines how these objects are reached. The modeling of the navigation is built following a set of guidelines defined in [26].

The presentation model is represented using a particular form of a class diagram that uses the UML composition notation for classes and also stereotyped classes. This model describes where and how navigation objects will be presented to the user. For the presentation model, UWE uses a set of stereotypes that consists of the stereotypes text, button, image, audio, anchor, collection, and anchored collection.

In UWE, state chart diagrams are used in order to visualize navigation scenarios that allow detailing
parts of the navigation structure model by specifying the event that triggers the transitions, defining guard conditions, and including the actions to be performed. UWE also proposes the use of sequence diagrams to show presentation flows such as interaction between windows and frames. UWE uses activity diagrams for task modeling; here, a task represents one or more actions that a user may perform to achieve a goal [27]. It also extends the concept of task by including actions performed by the system. With this extension, the method defined road-maps of user interaction with the system.

**MDWE approaches**

Table 2 presents several MDWE approaches. Most of the approaches described are well-recognized and widely referenced within the Web engineering research community. They represent well the topics of interest in Web engineering during the last years.

**Table 2** List of MDWE approaches

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Web Software Architecture (WebSA) – 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Hypertext Modeling Method of MIDAS (MIDAS HM³) – 2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Object Oriented Web Solutions (OOWS) – 2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>UML-Based Web Engineering (UWE) – 2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Web Modeling Language and WebRatio (WebML and WebRatio) - 2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>DSL for the implementation of dynamic web applications (WebDSL) - 2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>DSL for generating Web application (MarTE) – 2009</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The approaches are described in terms of the models they proposed that are common to Web Engineering and its diagramming notation; the consideration of architectural models; and model transformations.

The Web Software Architecture (WebSA) [28, 29] is a model-driven approach that defines an instance of the MDA development process for the Web application domain. It groups the Web application model into three viewpoints: requirements, functional, and architectural viewpoints.

Regarding common models to Web engineering, WebSA uses models proposed in two approaches: UWE and OO-H. These models correspond to the requirements and functional viewpoints and consist of a structural model and a navigational model. The structural model is built using a UML class diagram, while the navigational model is built using a UML class diagram and a UML profile.

The architectural viewpoint, the main contribution of the approach, includes a logical architecture view and a physical architecture view. It is made up of three models: (1) the subsystem model, which determines the layers of the application, (2) the Web component configuration model, which represents each subsystem in terms of abstract components and abstract connectors, and (3) the web component integration model that allows the designer to determine the low level platform-independent component that make up the final application.

The MDA-based development process establishes four phases of the development life cycle: analysis; platform independent design, where a platform independent (PIM) model is built; platform specific design, where a platform specific model (PSM) is built; and implementation.

In the analysis phase, the Web application specification is divided into functional models and conceptual architecture models. The first ones reflect the functional analysis, and the second ones define the system architecture based on the concept of conceptual architecture [30].

In order to get to the platform independent design phase, a PIM-to-PIM transformation is performed providing a set of artifacts in which the conceptual elements of the analysis phase are mapped to concrete elements where the information about functionality and architecture is integrated. These
models of the second phase are then transformed into Platform Specific Models (PSM) by means of several PIM-to-PSM transformations that generate the specification of the Web application for a given platform. In the final phase, a PSM-to-Code transformation, implemented by means of templates, is performed.

The Hypertext Modeling Method of MIDAS (HM²) [31] is a methodological framework for agile development of Web information systems based on MDA. It proposes to model the system by specifying Computation Independent Models (CIMs), PIMs, PSMs, and the mapping rules between these models. It proposes to model the system according to three basic aspects: hypertext, content, and behavior. However, it does not propose any strategy for modeling architectural issues. All the models in MIDAS are made using UML as notation, as well as the use of UML profiles.

HM² defines a new UML profile to support the Hypertext modeling, and it uses this profile to specify the meta-models for the user services model, the extended user services model, the extended slices model, and the extended navigation model it proposes. Besides, the approach defines the transformation rules in a declarative style and then maps them to graph rules with the intention of automating these rules with existing facilities to automate graph transformations.

The Object-Oriented Web Solutions (OOWS) [32, 33] is based in OO-Method, which is a method that combines formal specifications with conventional object modeling techniques to specify information systems. OOWS integrates navigation and presentation designs into the object-oriented conceptual modeling provided by OO-Method. OOWS allows specifying functional, navigational, and presentational aspects of Web application requirements by using graphics schemes and high abstraction level primitives. Using conceptual schemes as input, a methodology is defined in order to bring the problem space to the solution space by defining matches between conceptual modeling abstractions and final software components.

The structural, dynamic, and functional models come from OO-Method; OOWS complements them with a navigational model and a presentation model. The structural model is defined by a class diagram. The dynamic model, a state charts diagrams, describes the different valid sequences of an object life-cycle for each system class, and it also represents interaction between objects by means of sequence diagrams. The functional model captures the semantics of state changes in order to define the effects of a service using a formal specification. Before the creation of the navigation and presentation models, OOWS defines a user diagram to describe the types of users that can interact with the system and the visibility they can have on the attributes and operations of the classes. Once users are identified, a system structured view is created for each class of the structure diagram in terms of attributes, operations, and relationships visibility, which forms the navigation diagram. The presentation model consists of several patterns associated to the primitives of navigational context (navigation classes, links): information paging, order criteria, and information organization. The last one is made of four patterns: record, table, master-detail, and tree.

In order to develop the application, OOWS takes as a basis the OO-Method structural and behavioral models and generates the persistence and application layers by using the OlivaNova model transformation engine [34]. The presentation layer is generated by an OOWS transformation process, and all the artifacts are generated to be deployed on .NET platforms.

As stated earlier, MDA approach of UWE proposes several models to represents structure, navigation, and presentation. All this models are based in several UML diagram—such as classes, state charts, and sequence diagrams—and the use of UML profiles. Nevertheless, it does not consider any architectural model.
In this model-driven version of UWE [35], the content and presentation models are translated into Java beans and Java Server Pages (JSPs) using model transformation rules implemented in the Atlas Transformation Language (ATL). In order to make models executable, UWE proposes a virtual machine built on top of the controller of the Spring Framework. This virtual machine executes the business processes integrated into the navigation structure. A detailed description of CIMs, PIMs, CIM-to-PIM transformations, and PIM-to-PIM transformations expressed as ATL transformation rules is included in the UWE extension presented in [36].

The WebML [37] characteristics regarding the models proposed by the method were presented earlier. However, in this new version of WebML, the language has been extended to include new constructs that allow specifying applications where page content and navigation can be adapted to build context-aware Web applications [38]. Next, we describe the commercial tool that assists the development process with WebML and its model-driven features.

WebRatio presents a design layer that allows data and hypertext design, producing an internal representation in XML of the models. It also allows creating XSL style sheets from XHTML mock-ups, which are prototypes of the presentation layer based on XHTML. These style sheets are associated with WebML pages in order to define a presentation style of the application.

A code generator, which connects the design layer with a J2EE-based runtime layer, exploits XSL transformations to translate models represented as XML into application code. The XSL translators produce a set of dynamic page templates and XML files that express the dependencies of a WebML unit from the data layer. These XML files are called unit descriptors.

In this new version of WebML, the language has been extended to include new constructs that allow specifying application where Web services can be invoke, the navigation can be driven by process models, and page content and navigation can be adapted to build context-aware Web applications [38].

The next work is a DSL for the implementation of dynamic web application called WebDSL [39, 40]. It consists of sub-languages for the specification of data models and for the definition of pages for viewing and editing objects in the data model. WebDSL uses entity definitions syntax in order to describe the data model of a Web application. It also proposes textual constructs for page definitions specifying a presentation of a Web page and its associated entities. The navigation between pages is defined by means of navigational elements that specify linked pages.

WebDSL also proposes higher abstraction level constructs for access control and workflow. The access control is governed by rules that determine access to the application components. It also allows representing users in order to generate authentication components. The workflow abstraction, based on WebWorkflow [41], defines activities between different actors which result in task pages, task lists, status pages, and navigation between them.

The model transformations in WebDSL are implemented using Stratego/XL which is a rewriting system that integrates model-to-model, model-to-code, and code-to-code transformations. The WebDSL generator consists of a set of rules that rewrite extensions of the WebDSL core language to more primitive language constructs by means of a technique of compilation by normalization [42].

MarTE [43] uses a DSL to generate web application from UML domain models [44]. It describes the language’s semantics, abstract syntax, and concrete syntax and frames it within a MDSD based transformation tool to generate web applications. The semantics of the DSL is referred as the meaning of web application elements that allow providing a well fit human-computer interaction [45] to generated applications. They describe concepts like web forms, web list, master-detail, lookup, defined selection, and primary key, claiming
that with these artifacts it is possible to generate fully functional web applications that perform data manipulation operations (Create, Retrieve, Update, Delete, Exists and List) and that are ready for deployment.

The abstract syntax is supported by a meta-model called Web Application Meta-Model (WAMM). It describes all the components needed to generate a complete web application in an object-oriented programming language. Authors aim at WAMM as a generic web application platform, which any web application could be defined in. WAMM is divided into two parts: a structure part that contains the structure of the domain objects and the relationships between them; and an application part containing the relations between the domain objects and the web user interface.

The concrete syntax consists of a UML profile called WebApp Profile. It offers a mechanism to mark the UML domain model in order to provide a good human-computer interaction to the generated application. Such profile is made of several stereotypes and tagged values that are use to mark classes, attributes, and relationships in the domain model. These stereotypes are: Form, List, Master-Detail, Lookup, Defined Selection, and Primary Key. Each stereotype contains several tagged values which define specific characteristics of the user interface elements derived from the stereotypes through a transformation process. As an example, the Form stereotype, which applies to classes, is used when there is the need of manipulating in a web form the information of a single record based on the marked class. The transformation process for generating web applications is based on ATL and JET, and uses some technologies in order to integrate the DSL into the Eclipse Platform [46].

### Analysis criteria

Table 3 presents a list with the criteria that will be used to analyze, MDWE approaches presented previously.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Criterion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Definition of common models for Web engineering methods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Ease of use of the diagramming notation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Independence of the target architecture from the transformations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Use of current Web interface technologies in the generated presentation layers.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The idea behind these criteria is to determine if the methods described in the previous section include elements of current research in MDWE. Also, it is important to analyze the ease of use when the methods serve as a basis for new MDWE developments. The first criterion refers to the discussion of whether the methods proposed or not some of the models depicted in figure 1, and how those models are implemented and coupled to the whole process. The criterion number two takes to analyze the graphics constructs that each method proposes. This implies discussing about how easy it is for a developer to understand and use the notation, and how well it represents the characteristics of Web applications. The third criterion refers to determine if the target architecture of the generated Web application is included in the method transformation engine, or if there is a mechanism to detach the target architecture from the method, opening the opportunity to generate Web applications for different architectures. Finally, the last criterion is intended to determine if the generated Web applications are based on technologies that are used nowadays to build Web applications, or if the concepts of Rich Internet Applications (RIA) [47] are taken into account in the generation process.

RIA approaches bring all the benefits of desktop applications to increase the responsiveness and usability of the user interfaces in the generated Web application. This is achieved by allowing
the use of client’s memory, powering both
the client and the server to carry out complex
operations, and improving the presentation
and user interaction by avoiding unnecessary
refreshments of the whole page.

**Discussion**

Here, an analysis of the approaches described
previously is presented, regarding the criteria
listed in table 3.

All the approaches coincide on defining a structure
model, a navigation model, and a presentation
model. However, there are some special cases
in which extra models are defined, or in which
the common models are defined implicitly. It is
the case of MarTE, where the navigation and
presentation characteristics of a Web application
are represented through tagged values in the
UML profile used to mark the structural model.
Although this feature of MarTE may be simple
and easy for the user to use, it restraints the user
to the navigation and presentation characteristics
defined by the authors.

The use of common models in different approaches
facilitates the understanding of Web application
designs, and creates a set of standard concepts
for Web application modeling. Furthermore, it
could lead to define Web application models
serialization standards that allow interchanging
models between different tools, as it is done
nowadays with standards like XMI.

All approaches, except WebML and WebDSL,
use UML along with UML profiles to define
the modeling notation. This is very convenient
since UML is a widely accepted standard for
modeling software, and learning a UML-based
Web modeling language, for a developer used
to UML, may be easier than learning a totally
unknown language. However, there are notations
with graphic constructs that represent better the
elements of the Web application domain. It is the
case of WebML which has a proprietary notation
(DSL) to define each model it proposes. The
notation of WebML is easy to understand since its
abstractions are very similar to actual objects of
the Web domain, thus it provides a more intuitive
way for developers to model Web applications.
This type of notations may demand more learning
time than a known notation like UML, but it
compensates this time with its intuitiveness.
Moreover, using technologies such as Eclipse
Modeling Framework (EMF) or Graphic
Modeling Framework (GMF), it is relatively
easy to build tools that support modeling Web
application with these notations.

The case of WebDSL is different since the
modeling notation is not based on commonly
software development notations. Besides, it lacks
of the intuitiveness of the graphic constructs
because of its textual form. This fact makes the
process of learning and using this notation harder
than using a graphic one whether it is UML-
based or no.

Most of the approaches do not consider a
mechanism to keep the specification of the target
architecture separate from the transformations. In
most of them, authors decide first the architecture
of the generated application and the platform in
which the application will be executed, and then
eye define the method transformations according
to the decision they made. This leads the target
architecture to depend on the method, and restricts
the use of the method because, for instance, if
the method generates application for the J2EE
platform, it could not be used in a project that
requires to be implemented for a .NET platform.

In the case of WebSA, authors claim that their
approach can provide a way for transformation
and platform modularization to support different
architectures. They define two transformations:
(1) a transformation in which functional models
and architectural models are merged, and (2) a
transformation that converts the integration model
to different platform specific models. The second
transformation uses the OMG standard MOFScript
[48], and defines the rules to transform a PIM to
code corresponding to J2EE and .NET platforms.

Despite WebSA already predefines different
transformations for specific platforms, it is a very
promising approach since there are similarities in these transformations that could be common to any platform. In this way, a generic mechanism could be defined in order to include more transformation rules that allow the generation of Web application to other platforms like PHP.

Finally, the definition of an architectural model could allow the integration of this approach with different Web engineering methods.

On the topic of the last criterion, most of the methods do not present any evidence of the use of RIA technologies within the transformations that generate the presentation layers. At most, they support presentation patterns catalogs for Web applications, or XML techniques for the implementation of the navigation and presentation aspects. These patterns or techniques lack of current presentation characteristics of the so-called Web 2.0 applications such as the use of AJAX or Abode AIR technologies. Including this type of technologies within the Web engineering methods could improve and make more attractive to final users the generated applications. The only method of the ones described in this paper, which presents works regarding the use of current Web interface technologies, is WebML. It proposes an approach [49] to apply the RUX-Method [50] presentation model to obtain a RIA.

The downside of using the RUX-Method is that it implies an increase in the complexity of the transformations of the method since it has to take into account the constructs for the new RIA-based presentation model. Nevertheless, it is something that can be done, and whose benefits outweigh the disadvantages.

Conclusions

In this paper we presented a literature review of Web Engineering methods. First, some traditional non model-driven methods were introduced to establish the origins of Web engineering. Then, several model-driven approaches were portrayed and analyzed regarding the definition of common models in Web engineering, the ease of use of the diagramming notation, the independence of the target architecture from the transformations, and the use of current Web interface technologies in the generated application.

One conclusion that comes out of the analysis performed is that the use of common models is recommended since it promotes standard concepts in Web application modeling. Furthermore, the notation for building such models should be intuitive and easy to use, and it should have a serialization mechanism that allows integrating the models with other methods.

Another conclusion is that the use of current Web interface technologies in the generated applications and the separation of the target architecture from the transformations are not common among the methods analyzed. This leads to possible research lines in which mechanisms to represent architectures are studied in order to find a way to separate that representation from the transformations of a MDSD-based Web engineering method. It also suggest research lines that consider approaches to model RIAs within a Web engineering method in order to generate application that take advantage of modern Web technologies.
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